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Foreword
“We have two ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice as much as we speak.”
—Epictetus
“Data! data! data!” he cried impatiently. “I cannot make bricks without clay.”
—Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
“The geeks shall inherit the earth.”
—Scott Monty
When I decided to become a classics major in my undergraduate university, I
didn’t really have an expectation as to how the lessons in ancient history, drama,
architecture, politics, and culture would remain with me in throughout my professional career. At the time, my sole desire was to expand my academic horizons
beyond the heavy science commitment that a pre-med/biology concentration
would otherwise allow. While I posited that the use of Greek and Latin roots in
medical terminology would be helpful, I was also keen to broaden my knowledge
base beyond my narrow focus on the life sciences.
While I eventually moved to the business side of healthcare (and later biotech,
pharmaceutical, and high-tech—the last of which fueled my interest in social
media), I found that it was the humanities rather than the sciences that continued to forge a lasting impression in how I perceived and thought about the world
around me, particularly with respect to consumer behavior. No other quote has
quite stayed with me like this one from the Roman orator and politician Cicero:
“If you wish to persuade me, you must think my thoughts, feel my feelings, and
peak my words.”
For in observing human behavior over the course of history, it became fairly obvious that we haven’t changed much in the 2,000 years that separate us from Cicero.
Certainly, the industrialization and technological advance of our physical world
has moved us far beyond anything the ancient astronomers could have imagined,
but fundamentally, we still want the same things that we’ve always wanted: what’s
best for ourselves and those we care about, the need to be heard, and the desire to
be part of something bigger than ourselves so that we can make a lasting impact on
the world. If we as marketers and communicators can grasp that reality and ensure
that we’re thinking about the needs of consumers in this digital age, we’ll find that
awareness will be repaid by more attention, trust, and loyalty.
If we revisit that Epictetus quote—a saying that nearly every reader may recognize
as emanating from their grandmother—we can immediately understand its great
wisdom: listening trumps talking. And perhaps we can even, with a certain degree
of emotional intelligence, understand our great failure in this post-mass marketing
digital age, as we’ve rushed to find even more people, likes, followers, and audiences who’ll be the recipients of our “messages.”
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Ever the master logician and thinker, Sherlock Holmes opined for more data
before he could apply his reasoning. For years, marketers have been data-driven in
their product research, consumer assessment, and audience segmentation exercises
to help bring a product to market. And we stand on a threshold of Big Insights
(derived from the ubiquitous “Big Data”) that should allow us the unprecedented
ability to predict needs and products.
Marketing Science has been the stronghold of most of data-driven portions of marketing to date. However, the rise of social media has granted us access to unfiltered
consumer data in real-time, or near real-time, that can influence the direction and
even the creative elements of campaigns. In the 2012 presidential election, we saw
how the information crunchers and back-room data geeks managed to steer the
already nimble Obama-Biden campaign machine to a decisive victory based largely
on studying the numbers and helping the front line apply its efforts to the right
markets and the right people at the right time.
Rest assured that this is the very type of marketing expertise that will be highly valued in the future. The geeks shall truly inherit the (marketing) earth.
What Chuck and Ken have developed is a definitive handbook to help you navigate
the important analytical and technical aspects of modern marketing. From listening to planning, search to response, launching products to supporting customers,
and more, digital and social media play a central role in your ability to successfully
integrate with the world around you. Read, study, and enjoy this book.
And always listen to your grandmother.
—Scott Monty
Global Head of Social Media
Ford Motor Company

About the Authors
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1
Understanding the
Digital Media
Landscape
When digital marketing and advertising began in the
1990s, the promise of digital channels was to deliver the
right message to the right audience at the right time—a
game-changing upgrade over traditional media channels.
Digital media has been sold as a nirvana of data collection, analysis, and measurement that would yield the
most efficient, optimized programs one could hope for.
Fast-forward 15 years, and we’ve learned that achieving
that reality isn’t impossible but can be far more difficult
than it seems at first glance.
Today’s digital media landscape is more complex than
ever before. The continuous and rapid introduction of
new platforms, tools, data sources, and media consumption devices (such as mobile devices and tablets) have
created an environment that can make any marketer’s
head spin. The challenge now lies in identifying which
unique composition of all those choices is required to produce the outcomes needed to achieve your digital goals
and objectives.
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Digital media is great at creating data about who you are, what you like and dislike,
and where you’ve been online. This book helps you work smarter by providing you
with the approach and information you need to understand and utilize the data
that exists across the entire digital landscape. Hopefully the original digital promise that got everyone so excited in the first place will become a reality for you, and
you’ll have a better understanding of why digital channels continue to draw more
investment in time and money away from traditional media channels.

Digital Media Types
From the mid-’90s until the present day, the digital media landscape has undergone tremendous change. For a good 10 years there were two dominant media
types, although we’ve relabeled them through the years. The first is paid media,
either in the form of paid search (think Google AdWords) or display advertising
(think DoubleClick banner ads). Paid media is literally just that—digital media
channels that a brand pays to utilize.
The second is owned media. This is a generic term for any media asset or platform
that a company owns, controls, and utilizes to reach a prospective audience. Some
of the most common forms of owned media are dot-com brand websites, email
marketing to subscribers, and company blogs. For both paid and owned media,
clicks still rule as the dominant data to collect and analyze. However, tracking what
happens after a user clicks on a link can be useful, but it can’t answer all the questions.

Figure 1.1 Paid, earned, and owned media are converging to the point where one
type of media has a direct impact on the other.
Source: “The Converged Media Imperative: How Brands Must Combine Paid, Owned & Earned
Media,” Altimeter Group (July 19, 2012)
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In the past several years, there has been the emergence of a third media type, called
earned media (see Figure 1.1). Some say it’s new; others think it’s simply a new
label for what public relations professionals have historically called free media,
something generated by word of mouth, buzz, or a communication “going viral.”
With Facebook eclipsing 900 million users and Twitter closing in on 150 million,
owned and earned media are now richer sources of data that include new data
types that weren’t available to marketers in the past—specifically those types that
involve user behaviors, intentions, and affinities. The new era of engagement has
resulted in a data explosion that takes us beyond analyzing clicks, counting advertising impressions, and adding up website page views.
The data and tools available today can give you the insight you need to improve
marketing and advertising performance. You can now better understand both the
qualitative and quantitative dimensions of a prospective audience. You can use
this knowledge to personalize user experiences and facilitate a real value exchange
that meets users’ needs and expectations. Simply put, you’ve never been in a better
position to generate the desired outcomes and predict future behavior thanks to
the robust ecosystem of data and analytics tools. Over the course of the next several
chapters we will dive into these tools, which include search analytics, social media
monitoring, and social media engagement.
Each media type contains several channels that serve a purpose and play a role in
your marketing mix. The data and analytics associated with each helps you determine how much or how little of a role each should play. No digital strategy can
succeed based on only one media type.

Paid Media
Paid media is a more mature media type than some of the other digital media
types. It has well-established methods of targeting, audience segmentation, and
measurement. Additionally, paid media programs contain real-time measurement
capabilities, which allow companies the opportunity to assess and change course
if necessary. However, because the way paid media programs are executed is wellestablished, the models have not evolved to meet the impact of owned media channels (such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and so on).
Paid search is still one of the best places to get insights and understanding about
an audience. Several search engine and third-party analytics tools work with search
data to identify user, behavioral, and intention insights. Read Chapter 5, “Tools:
Search Analytics,” for more information on paid search data and analytics.
Paid display, otherwise known as banner advertising, is suffering these days due to
“banner blindness.” Banner blindness happens for one very clear reason: utter saturation of the digital landscape with all types of banner advertising units, including
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standard ads, rich media ads, interactive game ads, and social ads. Consumers have
become so attuned to seeing display ad units on web pages that they block them
out. Banners are essentially background noise most of the time. The net effect is
declining views and click-through rates (CTRs).
Performance of banner ads varies due to many factors as well as the banner type.
The average CTR for a standard banner ad unit is estimated to be around 0.1% or
0.2%, depending on banner type. This means that if 1,000 people see a banner, only
1 or 2 people click it. This is subpar performance by any standard, and it compares
unfavorably to seemingly less attractive digital options, such as email (or even traditional marketing options such as direct mail).
The upside of the paid display market is its well-established methods for targeting and measurement. Publishers and ad-serving platforms have become quite
advanced in their usage of cookies for collecting data and tracking an audience.
In fact, it’s big business. According to a 2012 cross-industry study by Krux, data
collection and audience profiling grew 400% over the prior year. This means, for
example, that the average number of data-collection events associated with a single
web page visit increased from 10 to 50.
Targeting is done through a combination of both first- and third-party data. What
does this mean? It means the company (first party) that owns the website you land
on is directly capturing data about you and your visit. Third-party collection is
responsible for the lion’s share of data collection growth. In fact, the number of
data collection companies has doubled, with more than 300 companies observed
in the 2012 Krux study, compared to 167 the previous year. Targeting is done
through a variety of creative cookie wrangling and has been aided by the integration of social technologies into owned media assets.
An example of targeting that is quite common, and yet not well known, is popular
social sharing widgets such as ShareThis. It’s a simple proposition for website
owners: A company can easily install a preconfigured social sharing widget to allow
sharing of their brand content across major social networking platforms and/or
email. ShareThis is free, and it takes little time to get it installed and running. The
catch, though, is data leakage. The sharing widgets are voluntarily leaking data
about users to third parties.
In exchange for freely distributing a sharing widget, companies like ShareThis target users by tracking users’ sharing activity through the network of websites that
have the widget installed. They collect data about what users like, read, share, save,
and more. This data is then augmented with additional targeting data and sold at a
premium.
To truly understand the magnitude of data generation and collection that occurs,
you can do a fun exercise using a browser plug-in. The developer disconnect.me
has created a plug-in for the Google Chrome browser called Collusion that graphs
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in real time all the data collection that occurs during your web browsing. Figure
1.2 maps the web of data collectors associated with just 15 minutes of a web surfing
session. Collusion provides an effective way to see a visual representation of data
leakage.
Collusion
for Chrome

Unblock known tracking sites

Browse the web normally. As you
do, the graph in this popup will
change and the icon in the toolbar
will animate. Each circle in the
graph represents a site that’s been
sent some of your personal info.
Circles with a halo are sites you’ve
visited. Circles without a halo are
sites you haven’t.
Circles in red are known tracking
sites. Circles in gray aren’t, but may
still track you.
Mouse over a circle to view that
site’s tracking footprint. Drag a
circle to reposition the graph.
Reset the graph
Hide the sidebar
Hide the tracking counter
Privacy: We collect info about the sites
you go to only to illustrate how they’re
connected. This info is stored locally
on your computer and can be deleted
anytime by resetting the graph or
quitting your browser.

Figure 1.2 Data Collection Map: An example of how data is collected with just 15
minutes of a web surfing session.
Source: Google

The end result is a robust data set that can be sliced and diced using data management platforms (DMPs) such as Demdex or BlueKai. DMPs are cookie data
warehouses married to analytics engines that have massive horsepower. They are
designed to clean, manage, and integrate data with all different types of first-party
and third-party data that a company might have or purchase.
DMPs offer advanced capabilities to find trends and to understand and segment audiences based on user attributes, media consumption habits, and more.
Many large corporations with complex segmentation needs, such as those within
the Fortune 100, have migrated to utilizing DMPs to increase performance and
improve efficiency through optimization and targeting.
We identify some paid media data sources that you can use to gain deeper audience insights and understanding in this chapter.
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Owned Media
It’s not just the emergence of earned media that is new to the digital data and
analytics landscape. Owned media assets offer more options than ever to gather
competitive intelligence, user experience feedback, real-time site analytics, and testing for site optimization in addition to richer-than-ever-before clickstream activity
analysis.
Your goal should be to tie the insights and data from each media channel to one
another to tell a deeper story. These are not redundant analytics options, meant to
be an either/or decision. Remember, they complement one another.
Trying to decide which of the data and analytics options to implement can be overwhelming. Your choice depends on your defined goals and learning agenda. You
can read more about the details of defining clear and specific objectives in Chapter
2, “Understanding Digital Analytics Concepts.”
Developing a learning agenda is a useful technique in defining the boundaries of
where to focus your analytics efforts. Such an agenda essentially defines the specific
questions you are trying to answer about your audience and acts as a guide for
your analysis during a project to keep you focused.

Note
It’s now the big data era. Massive amounts of data and processing are
available, but you don’t need all of it. Many companies are struggling with
digital analytics because they are trying to collect everything. Resist the
urge to collect and analyze all the data these platforms make available.
Remember that although they’re interesting, many digital data sources
are diagnostic measures at best, and some lack the ability to take action.
Applying the “So what?” test is a simple and helpful way to avoid chasing shiny objects that have no real business value. Ask yourself, “So what?
What action can I take based on this data?” If the answer isn’t clear, you’re
probably just playing with a tool that spews data rather than valuable
insights.

In the following few sections, we dive into each of the considerations for analytics
on your owned media properties.

Competitive Intelligence
Keeping an eye on competitors is nothing new. There is quite a bit to pay attention
to these days, and there are many tools aimed at helping you understand what your
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competitors are doing on both their owned media assets and social media platforms. You should use a combination of free and paid tools to access the data you
need for competitive intelligence.

Note
You’ll see that using a combination of free and paid tools to perform adequate analyses is a theme of this book.

Free tools from Google, Alexa, and Compete can provide competitor website and
audience profile data. Paid versions of these tools offer more robust data on consumer behavior data that you can use to answer specific questions such as these:
• Which audience segments are competitors reaching that you are not?
• What keywords are successful for your competitors?
• What sources are driving traffic to your competitors’ websites?
It’s not difficult to gather competitive intelligence data when it comes to social
media. Most of this data is freely available to anyone who is interested in it. Quickand-dirty approaches using free versions of tools such as SimplyMeasured can
provide a wide range of competitive intelligence across several social platforms,
including the following:
• Facebook competitive analysis
• Facebook content analysis
• YouTube competitive analysis
• YouTube channel analysis
• Twitter profile analysis
These higher-level reports do not always provide the depth you need. To get more
information, you can use specialty tools that focus on particular social platforms
and can provide more detailed data and metrics. For example, EdgeRank Checker
focuses exclusively on Facebook analytics for a specific industry and compares
them to your brand page. Reports like the ones you get from EdgeRank Checker
provide analysis and insight into post-grading, page recommendations, trending of
post performance over time, and keyword engagement analysis.

Clickstream (Web Analytics)
Counting onsite activity using web analytics is the oldest form of digital analytics.
(Remember log file analysis of website hits?) Thankfully, web analytics tools have
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come a long way since those days and now offer a full suite of advanced measurement and analytics features, including the following, among many others:
• Custom dashboards—Leading platforms offer the ability to create
custom dashboards, personalized to your site and conversion events,
including threshold notifications for key events and custom key performance indicators (KPIs)/goal definition.
• Content analytics—Content is king. Identifying best- and worstperforming content is invaluable. You cannot optimize what you don’t
measure, and content analytics gives you a window into what content
users are consuming and interacting with most (and least). Internal
page analytics and local site search reporting also provides useful
insights into what users are looking for.
In addition to content analytics, several leading web analytics platforms, such as Adobe Omniture and Google Analytics, also allow for
content experimentation. This feature gives you the ability to test variations of content and user experience on your website pages in order to
determine which specific permutations yield the most conversions and
highest user satisfaction.
• Mobile analytics—The mobile web is in the midst of an explosion, and
it hasn’t yet reached critical mass. Mobile analytics is no longer only
a nice-to-have feature; it’s a core requirement to provide an effective
mobile experience, whether through a mobile-optimized site or mobile
application. Web analytics tools have incorporated mobile support,
and they offer a robust set of features to measure any mobile content
across any mobile device. Mobile analytics provides answers to common questions such as these:
• Where is my mobile traffic coming from?
• What content are mobile users most interested in?
• How is my mobile app being used? What’s working? What isn’t?
• Which mobile platforms (and versions) work best with my site?
• How does mobile users’ engagement with my site compare to traditional web users’ engagement?

Conversion Analytics
Your website exists for a reason. More specifically, it exists for a set of specific
conversion events. Leading web analytics platforms provide insights regarding this
key area and answer questions about how onsite user behaviors lead to conversions
(regardless of what those may be—sales, registrations, leads, and so on).
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One of the most advanced capabilities offered in the area of conversion analytics
has to do with multichannel funnel attribution. You’re no longer limited by the
“last click” attribution problem. You can now gain insight into how much each
digital marketing or advertising channels are contributing to specific conversion
goals, including paid search, paid display, social marketing, email marketing, and
more.
Another useful feature is user experience path visualization, which enables you
to determine the highest-performing visitor conversion paths. What are the most
common and highest-performing entry points onsite? Where are users getting
stuck along the path? What step in the user experience journey causes the most
abandonment? These are all key questions involved in optimizing the user experience.
Finally, some leading platforms, such as Blue Fountain Media, offer attribution
modeling. Want to build predictive models to attribute conversions to specific
channels to better gauge your channel mix and investment? Now you can.

Custom Segmentation
Custom segmentation enables you to personalize your web analytics in the way
that’s most relevant to your business. It allows you to define custom variables and
classify individual user segments or groups.
Analyzing your traffic in aggregate might be interesting, but it isn’t advised. As
Avinash Kaushik—one of the foremost experts on all things web analytics—has
repeated over the years, data in the aggregate is useless. You must segment or die.
This has never been more true than it is today. It’s one of the biggest issues we currently face with social platforms and the data they generate. Most social platforms
provide vast amounts of data, but in the aggregate, which is not terribly useful.
Facebook, for example, provides basic segmentation by certain demographics, such
as age, gender, location, and a few others, but as of this writing, it doesn’t allow
page administrators to segment their audiences in a meaningful way.
With custom segmentation, you can divide your audience into segments that mirror your customers and prospects, and this enables you to optimize and personalize the user experience for each. Custom segmentation also enables you to drill
down into specific subsections of a site, such as visitors that converted or paid user
behavior versus organic user behavior.

Visual Overlays
Visual overlays are a nice-to-have but useful method for viewing web analytics data
in a visual format. This typically includes overlays in the form of heatmaps, clickmaps, and geomaps that show physical locations of website users.
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API Integration
We live in a world of application programming interface (API) integration.
Mashing up one data type with another can reveal new and incredible opportunities. Thankfully, leading web analytics tools provide APIs for precisely this purpose. The ability to connect website user data with other types of data is a reality.
Chapter 23, “The Future of Digital Data: Business Intelligence,” touches on this
topic.

Social Media Reporting
Some people like to categorize any social profile in the earned category, but we disagree. There is a difference between real “earned media” through word of mouth,
buzz, and so on and direct investment in maintaining a brand presence on a social
platform. Maintaining a brand presence requires investing time and money on
behalf of a brand, which is why we have included social reporting in the owned
media category.
Many web analytics tools now provide varying degrees of social analytics reports.
These channels do not exist in silos but must work together. Converged media is
the future. In an effort to measure the specific effect that social activities have on
the metrics and goals that matter, we see these tools in the early stages of social
attribution. There are indeed limitations now, but they offer the ability to
• Identify which social referral sources send the most engaged visitors to
your site.
• Learn which brand content social visitors engaged with most and what
visitors are sharing most.
• Learn how users engage with your brand content offsite, on websites
that are not your own.
• Segment and measure the performance of individual social media
campaigns.
• Create custom segments for users on individual social networks, such
as Facebook and Twitter. This is a useful feature because segmentation enables you to truly understand the differences between your user
groups and provides you with insight to optimize and personalize the
user experience.
• Identify which user-generated content is responsible for amplifying
brand content; this contributes to true “earned media.”
These social report integrations for web analytics tools do have some shortcomings. Data quality concerns, reporting inconsistencies, and overall data coverage
are issues. For example, Google Analytics currently supports some major social
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platforms in its tracking, but it excludes others. This creates blind spots and can
lead to questionable analyses and decision making, based on a false view of user
behavior and the digital landscape.
Although an integrated solution containing both web analytics and social analytics is ideal, at this point you are better served by using best-of-breed tools for each.
The social analytics landscape is immature, fragmented, and, frankly, a mess. There
is too much choice, there are too many redundant tools with little to no differentiation that have created an incredibly frustrating and difficult experience for buyers.
The future holds more mergers and acquisitions to reduce these problems, much as
it did in the early days of digital with the early web analytics vendors.

User Experience Feedback
There are tools that enable you to gather very specific qualitative user feedback
through onsite surveys. Some call this “voice of the customer,” and others call it
“visitor feedback.” All these tools share a common functionality, which is a continuous and consistent measurement of the user’s website experience.
Clickstream analysis can provide insight into the volume of activity by page and
conversions. It’s a starting point, but it provides an incomplete picture of overall
site activity, and it’s why companies try to collect specific feedback. User experience feedback can be crucial for answering the following questions and determining how users feel about the overall website experience:
• How would you rate your overall website experience?
• What was the primary purpose of your visit?
• Were you able to complete your primary task?
• Could anything about your website experience be improved?
Site-survey solutions, such as those from iPerceptions and ForeSee Results, provide additional benefits, such as web analytics integration, threshold-based alerts
to notify you about significant changes, and benchmarks of vertical industries for
comparisons.
The combination of quantitative clickstream analysis to determine what is happening onsite and qualitative user experience feedback can answer many questions
about what is working with an owned media asset and what needs improvement.

Real-Time Site Analytics
The newest kid on this block, real-time analytics, overlaps with traditional web
analytics in terms of technical capabilities, but real-time analytics runs at hyperspeed. Real-time analytics is all about what’s happening on your website right now.
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Real-time solutions from companies such as Chartbeat and Woopra were created
to solve problems for those on the frontlines who are responsible for managing
publishing and media sites, but they’re useful for just about any company. The
assumption is that the end users are in sales, marketing, or content roles and aren’t
looking to immerse themselves in data and reports. They’re focused on optimizing
the user experience for each audience segment in real-time.
Real-time analytics tools provide analysis and reporting of what users on your
site are doing on a second-by-second basis. You can use these tools to determine
how active your users are on a page, what page interactions they are most engaged
in, and what content topics and types are most consumed, shared, and ignored.
Whereas web analytics focuses on clickstream analysis, real-time site analytics
focuses on everything else that happens between clicks.
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engagement software),
know
influencers,
193
influence,
return on, 278-279
116, 120
knowing profile pro and influence analysis
Gladwell, Malcolm, 137
con influencers, 193
audience analysis, 91
global command centers, 340
knowing share of cononline versus offline, 136
versation online,
global listening, 237-238
influence
tools, 179-180
191-193
goals, components of measurable goals, 14
Google AdWords Keyword
tool, 76-78
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influencer analysis, 173,
180-182, 346-347
influencer list, 136, 151-154
earned media, 152
owned media, 152
paid media, 152
shared media, 152
influencers
briefing and getting to
know, 193
identifying, 179-182
knowing profile pro and
con influencers, 193
in-network conversations, 21
insights, 157
Radian6, 58
social networks, 235-236
integrated approach, bottomup measurement models,
285-286
international listening, 63
Internet Trends, 307
introduction phase, product
lifecycles, 220-222
iOS versus Android, 309-310
issues, identifying, 190
briefing and getting to
know influencers, 193
knowing profile pro and
con influencers, 193
knowing share of conversation online, 191-193
knowing the positive and
negative words, 194-195
listing known issues,
190-191
placing the right content,
193-194
tagging the right words,
195
issues management plans,
developing, 188-189

J–K
Jive, 332
Kaushik, Avinash, 9
keyword research, 80

Keyword Tool, 76-78

product knowledge, 163
real-time content development, 161-162
listening data
for communications,
KissMetrics Indispensible SEO
158-160
Tools, 81
for program planning,
Klout, 141-142
156-158
future of, 145-146
listening
programs, impleperks, 144
menting, 165-166
scores, 142-143
developing training protopics, 143-144
grams, 166-168
Klout Perks, 346
reporting template,
known keywords, organic
168-169
searches, 25
responding to online conversations, 169-170
Kred, 148-149
tools, 166
lists
influencer list, 151-154
modern-day media lists,
launching products, 217-218
139-141
learning agendas, 6, 109-110
Lithium Social Customer
LeBrun, Marcel, 48, 56
Suite, 332-333
legal, identifying issues, 191
Lithium Social Web, 332
legal review, real-time content local search, 81
development, 161
location filtering, YouTube
lifecycles of products, 218-220
Trends, 73
growth phase, 224-228
location
of conversations, 177
introduction phase,
location-based services, 306
220-222
mobile marketing, 317-318
maturity phase, 228-231
keywords, 177
content audits, 100
organic searches, 25

L

likes, Facebook, 16
limited stage of customer service, social customer service
models, 210
linking and tagging, 284
bottom-up measurement
models, 284-285
listening, 338. See also social
media listening
benefits of, 160-161
developing better relationships with customers,
162-163
gathering business intelligence, 164-165
global listening, 237-238
international listening, 63
marketing through conversation, 163-164

M
management-level use cases,
256, 258-259
managing growth, social
media engagement tools, 43
manual, depth of analysis, 243
MAP, Sysomos, 53-54
marketing, 172
content marketing, 98
through conversation,
listening, 163-164
Marketwire, 52
maturity phase, product lifecycles, 228-231
measurement, 157
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measurement practices,
295-296
measurement process, 291
conducting benchmark
research, 291-293
problematic areas, 304
strategy development,
293-294
tactical elements, 294-295
measurement reporting
cadence, 297-298
annual reporting, 298-299
daily/hourly reporting,
302-303
monthly reporting, 302
quarterly reporting,
299-302
measurement teams, 295

mobile capability, social media Morgan, Jacob, 324, 327
listening tools, 35
most shared, YouTube
Trends, 76
mobile device reporting, 319

mobile marketing, 306-307,
314-315
advertising, 312-314
Apple Passbook, 315-316
Facebook, 316
growth in smartphones,
307-309
iOS versus Android,
309-310
location-based services,
317-318
measuring, 318-319
audience/visitor metrics,
319-320
future of, 321
mobile app performeasurements, 291
mance, 320-321
measuring mobile marketing,
mobile device reporting,
318-319
319
audience/visitor metrics,
mobile measurement, 318
319-320
mobile web traffic, 311-312
future of, 321
mobile measurement, 318
mobile app performance,
mobile web traffic, 311-312
320-321
mobile device reporting,
mobility, social media engage319
ment software, 40
media outlets, 244
modern-day media lists, 136,
139-141
media type, 244
monitoring,
47
Meeker, Mary, 307
crisis, 196
Meltwater Buzz Engage, 333
dealing with the issue
message resonance, 21, 27, 288
hitting, 196-197
developing content
messaging pillar, 244
plans, 197-198
Messenger, Wildfire, 126
developing reporting
metadata, 73
plans and reporting
metrics
cadence, 198
popular metrics, 22-23
platform integration, social
social metrics. See social
media engagement softmetrics
ware, 41
social media monitoring
micro blogging, 184
tools, 47-48
Microsoft Vista, 218
traditional media monitormobile, Radian6, 59
ing, 27-28, 46-47
mobile advertising, 312-314
monitoring teams, 196
mobile analytics, 8
monthly reporting, measurement reporting cadence, 302
mobile app performance,
320-321
Monty, Scott, 282

most viewed, YouTube
Trends, 76
multichannel marketing, 287
multimedia content, uploading (SMES), 116, 120
multivariate testing analysis,
top-down revenue measurement, 283-284

N
natural search messaging, 67
Nearby, Facebook, 316
negative posts, 246
negative words, 194-195
neutral posts, 245
news, picking channels for
analysis, 236
Newton, Chris, 56
Nimble, 334

O
online influencers, identifying,
179-182
Open Brand, 185
optimizing content distribution, 106-108
organic searches, 24-26
outcomes, 296
outputs, 296
outtakes, 296
overall conversation volume,
22
owned media, 2, 6
API integration, 10
click stream (web analytics), 7-8
competitive intelligence,
6-7
content marketing, 99
conversion analytics, 8-9
custom segmentation, 9
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influencer list, 151-152
real-time site analytics,
11-12
social media reporting,
10-11
user experience feedback,
11
visual overlays, 9
owned social metrics, 15
Facebook, 16
Flickr, 20
Google+, 19-20
Pinterest, 19
SlideShare, 18-19
Twitter, 16-17
YouTube, 17-18
Owyang, Jeremiah, 93, 115

P

picking channels for analysis,
research plans, 236-237
Pinterest, owned social metrics, 19
pitching ideas, 47
planning, 156-158
search analytics, 272-273

program development, 156
program planning, listening
data for, 156-158
programming planning model,
172
programs, 157

project leaders, 242
platform integration, social
project teams, identifying,
media engagement software,
242-243
41
Promotion Builder, Wildfire,
popular metrics, 22-23
126
positive posts, 245
promotions, consumer reactions to, 227-228
positive words, 194-195
PTAT (people talking about
post frequency, 183
this), Facebook, 16
post tagging, 39
SMES (social media
engagement software),
116, 120-121
posting natively, 115
posting to all major social
channels, SMES (social
media engagement software), 116, 119-120
preliminary research, evaluating after a crisis, 201

Page Manager, Wildfire, 126
pages per visit, 23
PageTrawler, content audits,
101-102
paid advertising, 267
search analytics, 273-274
paid advertising messaging, 67
primary research, aligning
paid content versus shared
digital and traditional anamedia, 183
lytics, 26-27
paid display, 4
product knowledge, listening,
163
paid media, 2-5
content marketing, 98
product launches, 68-69,
influencer list, 152
217-218
product lifecycles, intropaid search, 3
duction phase, 220-222
paid searches, 23-25
related products, 231
partnerships, establishing with
product lifecycles, 218-220
listening providers, 43
growth phase, 224-228
Passbook, mobile marketing,
introduction phase,
315-316
220-222
Pearson, Bob, 183
maturity phase, 228-231
PeerIndex, 147-148
products
consumer concerns,
people talking about this
223-224
(PTAT), Facebook, 16
consumer reactions to,
perception, 49
222-223
perks, Klout, 144
trends, 230
personalizing, customer experience, 209

purchasing social media
engagement tools, 41
establishing partnerships,
43
managing growth, 43
which tools should you
evaluate, 42-43
who decides what to buy,
41-42

Q
QA (quality assurance), 243
qualitative analytics, 80
quantitative analytics, 80
quarterly reporting, measurement reporting cadence,
299-302

R
Radian6, 48
capturing data, 57
community management,
56
customer-first mentality,
56
dashboards, 56, 58
effecton on marketing
community, 55-59
Engagement Console, 58
insights, 58
mobile, 59
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search languages , identify ing

summary dashboard, 59
thought leadership, 56
Ramsey, Chris, 56
random sampling, depth of
analysis, 244
reach, Facebook, 16

focusing on the five Ws,
252
formatting, 253-254
hypothesis, 251
time frames, 254
reputation management, 48

robust analytics dashboards,
SMES (social media engagement software), 116-118
ROE (return on engagement),
277-278

ROI (return on investment),
275-277
real-time analytics, content
tracking, 280-281
audits, 102-103
bottom-up measurement
Chartbeat, 103-104
models, 284
Woopra, 104-106
research methods, 238-239
top-down revenue meabuilding the coding framereal-time content developsurement, 281
work, 244-245
ment, listening, 161-162
determining depth of
real-time site analytics, owned
analysis, 243-244
media, 11-12
developing a hypothesis,
Redstone, Sumner, 97
sales per click, paid searches,
239-241
24
filtering spam and bots,
related products, 231
246
Salesforce.com, 59
relationships, developing with
identifying project teams,
Buddy Media, 132
customers (listening),
242-243
162-163
Schaeffer, Mark, 142
sentiment approach,
relevance, content distribuscheduling content, SMES
245-246
tion, 107
(social media engagement
time frame for analysis,
software), 116, 118-119
reliability, social media
241-242
engagement software, 39
scoping, conversation audit,
research plans
174-176
repins, Pinterest, 19
identifying data sources,
235
236
scores, Klout, 142-143
replies, Twitter, 17
identifying search and
search, 66-67, 184
report construction, 248
source languages,
BrightEdge SEO platform,
report delivery, 248, 255-256
237-238
81-83
picking channels for
report use cases, 248, 256
tools for collecting insights
analysis, 236-237
analysts, 256, 259-260
through search data,
source lists, 234-235
executive, 256-258
80-81
management, 256, 258-259 research quality assurance
search analysis, 266-268
(QA), 243
reporting
search analytics, 23-24,
after a crisis, 199-200
responding to online conver341-342
crisis, 196
sations, 169-170
content strategy, 272-273
dealing with the issue
retail, consumer reactions to,
digital strategy, 268-271
hitting, 196-197
227-228
organic searches, 24-26
developing, 197-198
paid advertising, 273-274
return
on
engagement,
developing reporting
paid searches, 23-25
277
278
plans and reporting
use cases, 67-69
cadence, 198
return on experience, 280
search engine marketing, 67
reporting templates, 29
return on influence, 278-279
search engine optimization,
setting up, 168-169
return on investment. ROI
audience analysis, 89-90
(return on investment) See
reporting time line, 28-29
search insights, audience
retweets, Twitter, 17
reports, constructing, 248-249
analysis, 90
Rising Searches, 270
from back to front,
search languages, identifying,
249-251
River of News, Radian6, 58
237-238
research, benchmark research,
291-293
research leaders, 242
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search opportunity modeling/
forecasting, 80
search tools, 69, 235
Google AdWords Keyword
tool, 76-78
Google Trends, 69-72
Yahoo! Clues, 78-80
YouTube Trends, 72-76
SearchEngine Watch 43 Paid
Search Tools, 81
seasonal changes, 68
senior executives, identifying
issues, 191

enterprise customers, 123
Buddy Media, 131-132
Spredfast, 124-125
Sprinklr, 127-130
Vitrue, 130
Wildfire, 125-127
geo-targeting, 116, 120
overview, 115-116
post tagging, 116, 120-121
posting to all major social
channels, 116, 119-120
reasons for dissatisfaction,
115-116
robust analytics dashboards, 116, 117-118
scheduling content, 116,
118-119
uploading multimedia
content, 116, 120

sentiment, 21, 244, 287
ARM, 328
research methods, 245-246
SEO (search engine optimization), audience analysis, 90
SMES tools
share of conversation, 21,
future of, 132-133
177, 287
reasons for dissatisfaction,
knowing, 191-193
115-116
share of voice, 21, 177, 287
small businesses, 121
Argyle Social, 122-123
shared media
HootSuite, 121-122
versus earned and paid
content, 183
social analytics lifecycle, 49-51
influencer list, 152
social brand benchmarking,
shares, SlideShare, 19
173, 182-183
sharing analysis, audience
social channel presence, 182
analysis, 91
social CRM (customer relasharing widgets, 4
tionship management),
323-324
SimplyMeasured, 93
defined, 325-326
site-survey solutions, 11
future of, 334-335
SlideShare, owned social
rolling out initiatives,
metrics, 18-19
326-331
Batchbook, 331-332
slightly negative posts, 246
Buzz Engage, 333
small businesses, SMES tools,
Jive, 332
121
Lithium Social
Argyle Social, 122-123
Customer Suite,
HootSuite, 121-122
332-333
smartphones
Nimble, 334
China, 308
SugarCRM, 334
growth in, 307-309
tools,
331
iOS versus Android,
social customer service,
309-310
206-207
SMES (social media engagecustomer experience,
ment software), 114
personalizing, 209
benefits of purchasing, 116

customer intent, 208-209
customers, 207-208
Delta Air Lines, 210-215
efficiency, 207
social customer service
models, 209
ad hoc stage of customer
service, 209-210
formal stage of customer
service, 210
limited stage of customer
service, 210
Social Customer Suite
(Lithium Technologies),
332-333
social governance, social
media engagement software,
40-41
social listening, audience
analysis, 91
social listening data, 340
Social Marketing Cloud,
131-133
social media analysis, 80
social media engagement software. See SMES, 37-38
analytics dashboards, 39-40
black box algorithms, 40
CRM hooks, 40
easy-to-navigate user
interfaces, 38-39
mobility, 40
platform integration, 41
reliability, 39
social governance, 40-41
social media engagement
tools, purchasing, 41
establishing partnerships,
43
managing growth, 43
which tools should you
evaluate, 42-43
who decides what to buy,
41-42
social media listening, 51-52
future of, 63-64, 339-341
social media listening tools,
94, 235
Crimson Hexagon, 62

tracking R O I (return on inv es tment)

identifying, 32-33
API access, 35
consistent user interface,
36
cost, 34-35
data capture, 33-34
historical data, 36-37
integration with other
data sources, 34
mobile capability, 35
spam prevention, 34
workflow functionality, 36
Sysomos, 52
Heartbeat, 54-55
MAP, 53-54
Visible Technologies,
60-62
social media monitoring,
338-339
social media monitoring tools,
47-48
social media reporting, owned
media, 10-11
social metrics, 15
earned social media metrics, 21-22
earned social metrics, 15
owned social metrics, 15
Facebook, 16
Flickr, 20
Google+, 19-20
Pinterest, 19
SlideShare, 18-19
Twitter, 16-17
YouTube, 17-18
social network insights,
235-236
social networks, 184
social profile and activity
analysis, 92
social scoring, 141
social sharing widgets, 4
SocialBro, 92
SocialFlow, 107-108
somewhat positive posts, 245
source languages, identifying,
237-238

source lists, developing,
234-235
spam, Sysomos, 54
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timing, content distribution,
107
tipping point phenomenon,
digital influence, 137-138

spam prevention, 32
social media listening tools, tools
34
audience analysis
influence analysis, 91
Spredfast, 124-125
search insights, 90
Sprinklr, 127-130
SEO (search engine optistrategy, 157
mization), 90
sharing analysis, 91
strategy development, measocial listening, 91
surement process, 293-294
social
profile and activStrout, Aaron, 315-316
ity analysis, 92
SugarCRM, 334
user surveys, 90
summary dashboard, Radian6,
web analytics, 91
59
website profiling, 91
implementing listening
Sysomos, 52
programs, 166
Heartbeat, 54-55
social
CRM (customer
MAP, 53-54
relationship management), 331
Batchbook, 331-332
Buzz Engage, 333
tactical elements, measureJive, 332
ment process, 294-295
Lithium Social
Customer Suite,
tagging words, 195
332-333
talent gap, 347-349
Nimble, 334
target audience, 183
SugarCRM, 334
target journalist, 244
social media monitoring
tools, 47-48
targeting, 4
top-down revenue measureteams
ment, 281
measurement teams, 295
ancedote analysis, 282
monitoring teams, 196
correlation analysis,
project teams, identifying,
282-283
242-243
multivariate testing analyTextalyser, 194
sis, 283-284
themes, conversations, 177
Topic Analysis, Radian6, 58
third parties, identifying after
Topic Trends, Radian6, 58
a crisis, 201-202
topics, Klout, 143-144
thought leadership, Radian6,
total likes, Facebook, 16
56
time, components of measur- total visits, organic searches,
25
able goals, 14
tracking
ROI (return on
time frame for analysis,
investment), 280-281
research methods, 241-242
bottom-up measurement
time frames, for reports, 254
models, 284
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t r a c k i n g R O I (return on investm ent)

top-down revenue measurement, 281
traditional media monitoring,
27-28, 46-47

engagement strategy, 89 website profiling, audience
search engine optimizaanalysis, 91
tion, 89
wikis, 184
user experience design,
Wildfire, 125-127
89
traditional media monitoring
Facebook, 127
search analytics, 67-69
tools, 236
limitations of, 126-127
user experience design, auditraffic sources, 23
Woopra, 104-106
ence analysis, 89
training programs, developing,
Wordle, 194
user experience feedback,
166-168
words
owned media, 11
trends, 68
knowing positive and neguser interfaces
around products, 230
ative words, 194-195
social media engagement
tagging,
195
Trout, Jack, 217
software, 38-39
workflow
functionality,
social
social media listening tools,
TweetLevel, 149-150
media listening tools, 36
36
Twitter
user surveys, audience analyowned social metrics,
sis, 90
16-17
picking channels for
Yahoo! Clues, 78-80
analysis, 237
robust analytics dashYouTube
boards, 117
owned social metrics,
video, 184
ROE (return on engage17-18
picking channels for analyment), 277
ROE (return on engagesis, 237
ment), 277
type of post, 244
Visible Technologies, 60-62
YouTube
Trends, 72-76
types of digital media, 2-3
visits, 22-23
media, 2-5
Vista, 218
visual overlays, owned media,
9
Zappos, 203
Vitrue,
130
UI/UX, Wildfire, 126

Y

V

Z

U

unique page views, 23
unknown keywords, organic
searches, 25
uploading multimedia content, SMES (social media
engagement software), 116,
120

W
Watts, Duncan, 139

WCG, issues management
plans, 188
web analytics
audience analysis, 91
use cases
click stream, 7-8
audience analysis, 87-88
popular metrics, 22-23
audience segmentation,
web traffic, mobile web traffic,
90
content optimization, 89 311-312
content strategy, 88
web-based applications, cendigital strategy, 88
tral repository for information, 262-263

